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Rose Houk: The south-facing slopes of Mount Elden create a warm, dry microclimate and habitat 

unusually diverse for Flagstaff. You’ll see plants normally found at lower elevations – including 

banana yucca in the mostly southerly facing spots – which has led to the area being nicknamed 

Flagstaff’s “banana belt”. There’s also abundant cliff rose, Apache plume, mountain mahogany, and 

claret cup cactus, mixed in with impressive alligator junipers, oaks … and ponderosa and pinyon pines. 

In places there’s even some fir and spruce.   

Along with the botanical diversity comes a wide range of wildlife – the Mount Elden trail is a good 

place to see Abert’s and rock squirrels, chipmunks, jackrabbits, a striped skunk or coyote … maybe 

even a gray fox or raccoon. In winter, snow melts faster on Mount Elden’s south-facing slopes than in 

many other parts of town – making it a key wintering area for deer – most often mule deer, but you 

can sometimes see white-tailed deer too. The deer feed on cliff rose and other shrubs on the side of 

the mountain – and they attract mountain lions. We’ll have more about mountain lions later in this 

guide. But first, let’s take a look at some of the exceptional year-round birding at this site. One note – 

pets should be on leashes at all times – by Forest Service rule AND because it will greatly increase your 

chances of seeing wildlife. 

 

Birding the Mount Elden trails  

RH: Considered a local hot spot by the Northern Arizona Audubon Society, the Mount Elden trail can 

be accessed from the parking lot on the west side of US 89, one mile north of the Flagstaff Mall. Or 

from behind the Trinity Methodist Church at the top of Fourth Street in East Flagstaff. At the top of 

Fourth Stree turn right and head up the main trail to reach Elden Spring. Combine that with a different 

trail back from the spring, and you should see a good selection of birds. The diverse habitat and 

constant supply of water at Elden Spring bring in an unusual array, including species normally found 

only below the Mogollon Rim … like red-faced warblers. You can also see red crossbills, Cassins 

finches, pine siskins, and black-headed grosbeaks. Lots of woodpeckers too – including acorn, hairy, 

and occasionally downy — along with numerous hummingbirds, and a breeding population of black-

chinned sparrows – a local rarity.  

 



In his role as site steward for the Audubon Society, Jason Wilder has birded the Mount Elden trails at 

least once a week for several years. He says a good time to start visiting is when the warblers arrive in 

spring … 

 

JASON WILDER: “You’ll get Virginia’s warblers early. In April and May you can come and hear the song of 

a Virginia’s warbler every 40 or 50 feet as you walk along, you’ll get a male setting up a territory. They’re 

really pretty vocal at that time of year and conspicuous. And they’re a beautiful bird with a yellow breast 

and from an otherwise gray with a white eye ring. Virginia’s warblers like to nest in Gambel oak, so any 

scrubby rocky oak area is going to be great Virginia’s warbler. A little bit later red-faced warblers will 

show up – they’re never quite as common, but they’re just unmistakable – both males and females have 

a red and black face that’s totally unusual among birds. They’re a little bit more reserved and a little 

harder to find, but if you see one there really bright and obvious. The red-faced warblers like a little bit 

more open pine and mixed conifer forest, so they’ll be in more heavily treed areas with a higher canopy. 

Right around Elden Springs in the immediate vicinity of the spring, if you sit quietly it’s often possible to 

see both red-faced and Virginia’s warblers coming into drink – especially in May when it’s dry – that’s a 

time if you’re just sitting here quietly that the common residents and migrants will come in to find the 

water.” 

 

RH:  Chipmunks often make chipping sounds which can be confused with a warbler – so notice the 

frequency of the chip calls - a chipmunk typically repeats itself often … whereas a warbler calls every 

10 or 15 seconds. Another common sound you’ll hear once you reach Elden Spring is the melodious 

song of a canyon wren – the liquid notes cascading downwards, like water in a mountain stream. They 

look like a typical wren – with a large head blending into thick shoulders, long pointed bill and a pert, 

up-cocked tail.  

 

WILDER: “Canyon wrens are not typical up in the Flagstaff area, especially right in town, but they nest in 

the rocks above Elden Spring. So you’ll often hear their call carrying across the land and you’ll hear them 

even when they’re hundreds of yards away. They are here year-round or so and they breed here and stay 

all winter long. So it’s really a treat to hear the song of the Canyon Wren through the rocks, it’s really 

beautiful. A canyon wren it’s a really distinctive and tremulous call - once you hear it and recognize it you 

can’t mistake it for another bird.” 

 

RH: Look for those rare black-chinned sparrows in areas with lot of rocks, scrubby oaks, and mountain 

mahogany. They have a call that sounds like a bouncing ball … and although they’re often foraging low 

down in scrubby vegetation, in early June they will often call from exposed perches.  

 

Be sure to keep an eye on the sky and the high cliffs directly north of the trails – both peregrine 

falcons and golden eagles may be around. It’ll help if you have at least times 10-power binoculars, or a 

spotting scope - scan the cliffs and look for larger birds. Peregrine falcons have pointed wings and fly 

with rapid wing beats, but they’ll also soar with swept back wings, and dive dramatically. They have a 

distinctive face pattern –with binoculars look for very dark mark - almost a side burn - down the side 

of the face. Adult golden eagles are large, with a golden brown wash on back of the head and neck, 



and a longer tail than a bald eagle – the immatures have a white band at the base of the tail. Golden 

eagles soar on large broad wings held in a straight line – a good way to tell them from turkey vultures 

which hold their wings in a tipped up, V shape.  

 

Jason Wilder says there’s another unusual resident bird of prey you should keep watch for on these 

trails … 

 

WILDER: The northern pygmy owl its a tiny owl. It’s a little bit bigger than the size of an adult fist. It’s an 

unusual owl because it’s diurnal and usually out during the daytime. So it’s a bird you’re more likely to 

see than other owls, even though they can be very inconspicuous and hard-to-find. In April and May they 

will tend to be a little more vocal. So if you come out attuned to the tooting noise they make. And they 

make a toot – not an owl hoot – but a toot toot. If you listen to that noise you can often find them. They 

can be a little hard to localize, where they are. They’ll just sit perfectly still making that tooting sound. 

They’ll do it in the morning and evening, but they’ll do it in daytime hours so you don’t need to be out 

after dark. And when you can find them they’re incredibly fierce looking beautiful little birds. Fierce 

because they’ve got a beak that they can use the ripping up flesh and it looks oversized on this small bird 

with giant enormous eyes, so they look like tough little birds essentially.” 

 

RH: Pay particular attention to pine snags, especially where a canyon splits the face of Mount Elden.  

And watch for so-called ‘mobbing’ behavior. This is when crows and ravens or a group of small 

songbirds will repeatedly fly and call around a bird of prey in an agitated way – either to divert the 

predator from where there are fledglings, or simply to confuse and annoy the predator, in the hope of 

getting it to move away. If you ever notice a group of birds showing this behavior around a tree, take 

a closer look – there may be an owl perched there.  

 

With warmer spring days, another set of tiny birds arrives:  

 

WILDER: “Hummingbirds show up in the spring – in April and May – and their numbers really build over 

the course of the summer. We have a couple of nesting species of hummingbirds – broad-tailed 

hummingbirds and a few Anna’s hummingbirds here, and sometimes even black-chinned hummingbirds. 

And then in late June rufous hummingbirds show up in enormous numbers and they’re very aggressive.”  

 

RH: Look for hummingbirds in open meadow areas, including those along the Pipeline trail, where 

there’s lots of flowering trees and shrubs. And if you visit Elden Spring in late morning, they’ll be 

coming in to drink. Hummingbird identification can be a challenge says Wilder: 

 

“If you have a good look at a male hummingbird you can distinguish a rufous hummingbird which has a 

bright red back from a broad-tailed which would be the other most common species which has a green 

back and a really lovely ruby colored gorget.  Another distinctive feature of broad-tailed hummingbirds is 

the males is that their wings make a trilling noise – it’s a common sound around Flagstaff in the 

summertime. Every time they fly you’ll hear a high trill of their wings as they fly along.”  

 



 

RH: Just be aware that the wings of rufous hummingbirds also make a noise when they fly - it’s a little 

bit different, but you have to be well tuned in to hear the subtle difference – but once you catch a 

glance of the bright red plumage and a rufous will be very obvious. Identifying female and immature 

hummingbirds can be challenging even for the most experienced birders. But typically some reddish 

coloration on the sides and the base of the tail will tell you if it’s a rufous. There’s a less common 

hummer to look for too… 

 

WILDER: “Black-chinned hummingbirds isa desert-breeding hummingbird, but they do breed in the 

Flagstaff area, although it’s right on the edge of their range. The males have a two tone gorget – black 

and purple – while females are whitish underneath - and they’re a bigger sturdier looking bird. The other 

hummingbird found here in numbers, is the Anna’s Hummingbird. The base of Mount Elden is probably 

the best place to find them in Flagstaff. The males have a red gorget and also red on top of the head and 

they make a really distinct squeaking sound – and no other hummingbird makes a noise like they do.”  

 

RH: Probably the best season to bird at Mount Elden is late summer through fall, as increasing 

numbers of migrants - including a handful of calliope hummingbirds, pas through typically in August 

and early September. The males have a distinctive streaked gorget, and both sexes are smaller than 

any other hummingbird – look for that diminutive size, very short tail, and needlelike bill. As 

temperatures drop, hummingbirds and many other summer visitors leave and by the end of 

September they’re almost entirely gone. Anna’s hummingbirds will stick around until early October – 

or until the first really hard freeze. During the transition to fall, chickadees, nuthatches, warblers, and 

vireos often form pretty big multi-species flocks that forage through the forest together.  

 

RH: If you’re lucky you’ll find a flock that can have 8 to 10 species in it, including some of the colorful 

warblers that are just passing through. Jason Wilder says one rewarding bird to see, and hear, shows 

up late in summer and often stays right through the winter. As its name suggests, the Townsends 

Solitaire is a bit of a loner. Its gray with a brown wing stripes, a pale eye ring and about the size of a 

robin their fluid call notes can be a good way to find them… 

 

WILDER: “They tend to perch very high conspicuous spots either dead snags or the tips of branches with 

no leaves and so they can be very obvious and when they sing like this they’re typically perched 

somewhere, they’re easy to find. They sing at all times of year. In the breeding season they’ll really go on 

with this song continuously for really long song bouts. But you can even hear this song even in the middle 

of winter, so it’s really nice to come here when it’s snowy and cold and this is one of the few birds that 

you’re here actually just singing in the wintertime. The spotted towhee it is extremely common but they 

are really secretive birds, it’s a bird that is orange and black and white with a red eye, so when you see 

one it’s a really striking bird that’s easy to identify. But they’ll often be very furtive in shrubs and bushes.. 

One thing to listen for, if you hear a scratching sound, the way that spotted towhee forages is that it digs 

through dead leaf litter so you’ll hear them digging in the ground and you can hear it often before you 

see the bird. They also make a variety of songs – they have a song that’s loud and carries quite far but 

they’ll make it with in the shrubbery, so you can’t even see them when they’re making it. And then they 



also make this mewing sound that’s a call that they make and that carries as well – and if you know to 

associate it with a spotted towhee you start to hear it everywhere you are around Flagstaff.”  

 

RH: Repeated visits to the Mount Elden trails will bring continued birding rewards – especially during 

the migration season when you can come every day and see different ones. During the winter, birds 

come down from the mountains to feed. In a single visit you may see 20 or 30 species, but if you’re 

persistent, over the course of a year you may be able to see up to 120 or 130 species just in this 

relatively small area!   

 



Mountain Lions  

RH: While you’re birding around Mount Elden, be alert for signs of mountain lions. This is ideal habitat 

for these predators that like to pounce on their prey from a hidden vantage point, like a broken tree, 

large boulder, or rock ledge. Still, you’re extremely unlikely to see one. Their densities are very low 

and their home ranges are huge – maybe 25 square miles for a female and 100 square miles for a 

male, says Paul Beier, who’s studied mountain lions for many years… 

  

PAUL BEIER: “Ideal mountain lion habitat is habitat is an area that has deer and some cover behind 

which a mountain lion can get close enough to a deer to attack it. … And moderate to low levels of 

human disturbance. That cover could be provided by steep slopes and rock outcrops, or by trees, or by 

shrugs, or by canyons. So it’s a variety of things that can provide that stalking cover they need to get 

close to that deer. During the daytime they will bed down most anywhere – a rock ledge, a little thicket 

of scrub, a clump of trees – nothing particular. So they don’t have a den in the sense that you might think 

of a cave up on the mountain where they traditionally come back to. An individual animal might have 20 

or 30 places that it will regularly use.  

 

RH: The most likely way you’re going to have an experience with a mountain lion in the wild is seeing 

tracks – or scat. Paul Beier describes them:  

 

BEIER: “They look a lot like the track of a large domestic dog except there’s a big distinction – is that 

mountain lions are handed. Their rights and the lefts they have a little finger and it’s about as prominent 

as your little finger is. So you can easily tell your right hand print and set of fingerprints from the left and 

if you see that handedness in those tracks that are dog sized – that’s a mountain lion track. About the 

size of a large dog – your Labrador or retriever type of dog, maybe a little bit larger than that, smaller 

than a great Dane perhaps.” 

 

 “A second distinguishing feature of a mountain lion track versus a dog track in addition to those four 

toes is what we sometimes call the heel or the palm pad. On a dog it’s generally two-lobed at that rear 

margin of the heel pad. A mountain lion it’s three scallops. It’ll be the same on a house cat or a bobcat – 

just look at your little house cat. Put its track in dust and you’ll see the back margin of that heel has three 

distinct lobes.  

 

 “The Elden Spring might be a good place to look for tracks. Probably the more limiting factor is the 

substrate, you know the rocks – you can’t see a mountain lion track on a rock. So you want to look on the 

areas where it’s dustier, where you have real find sand.”  

 

“They tend to be active at night, we are active in the daytime, so even seeing their tracks is unusual 

because unless you’re the first person up in the morning, the chances are some bicyclists or other hikers 

will have gone by and obliterated the tracks. So if you wanna encountered mountain lion tracks, go in the 

areas that have the finest substrate and be the first person up in the morning and you’ll maximize your 

chances – and it’s a real thrill to see a mountain lion track.” 

 



RH: You might see scat too – it looks a lot like dog scat, with one main difference… 

 

BEIER: “What will distinguish it is that it’s largely filled with fur and bone. It’s about the same diameter 

as as a large dog scat. It will often be in a scrape – so they may have scraped the ground and deposited 

scat at the end of about an 18-inch long scrape”. 

 

RH: The danger of mountain lion attacks on people is low, but Paul Beier has some very specific advice 

in the unlikely event that you do see one… 

 

BEIER: “If you’re walking down a trail and you see a mountain lion what I advise you to do is to – stop 

and enjoy the moment, don’t turn and run that would be triggering an attack response, do your best to 

look large and enjoy the view. It’s one of those once in a lifetime experiences. If the animal were to 

approach you and you felt threatened … you should stand very tall, raise your arms, do everything you 

can to look very large, perhaps shout. Without bending over and making yourself look small if you can 

grab yourself a stick or a rock and wave it or throw it. Look as threatening as possible. You want to look 

like something they don’t want to mess with. In general mountain lions don’t attack humans because we 

don’t look like that prey. So the more you can do to look intimidating – and something they don’t want to 

experiment with – the safer you will be. Even though mountain lions tend to avoid humans, there a risk – 

they are more powerful than we are. And especially be cautious with children because children are much 

more vulnerable. So if you’re out hiking in mountain lion habitat … when your children are small, say 

under 10 or 12, you always want to keep them in sight and if you do encounter an aggressive mountain 

lion, hold your child, pick them up and hold onto them and look big, stand your ground – and you’ll do 

fine.”  

 

Outro 

RH: So while you’ll probably never be privileged to see a mountain lion – you should know that 

they’re here and that they’re one of the most majestic animals around. For more good mammal and 

bird watching on the east side of Flagstaff, visit Picture Canyon. Check the AWWE website  for 

directions and the AWWE audio guide to wildlife watching there. 

 

 


